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eluminocity charging stations in the new competence centre for e-mobility
The "Car Dealership of the Future" has now opened in Freiburg (Breisgau) and eluminocity is
part of it. The smart charging stations for electric cars and energy-saving LED street lamps
from eluminocity characterize the outdoor area of the new Märtin car dealership. The urban
product design blends perfectly into the futuristic architecture of the building.
Inside the building, the focus on alternative powertrains, sustainability and future viability
quickly becomes clear. In addition to the BMW and BMW M brand worlds, the focus will be
on BMWi products in particular. The Märtin car dealership also attaches great importance to
customer-oriented and competent advice on all aspects of electric mobility and future
mobility concepts.
More than 80 outdoor luminaires and six Light & Charge systems were installed. The
charging stations for electric cars guarantee a smooth charging process for every electric car
user thanks to intuitive user guidance.
eluminocity GmbH is pleased about the installations at another BMW dealer. Only together a
shift to e-mobility is possible.

eluminocity offers high-quality charging stations for electric cars, intelligent street lighting
and smart city sensors. Following the successful completion of the first round of financing
and the entry of Trilux and innogy SE as shareholders, the young company based in Munich
and Denver plans to extend their offering within the Smart City market. With the new
capital, eluminocity will continue to drive technological development and internationalize
their distribution network beyond Europe and the United States. Since 2014, the now 35strong team has built up a comprehensive portfolio of freestanding, elegant EV charging
stations as well as sensor solutions for needs-based street lighting. eluminocity has installed
successful projects in Seattle, Munich and Hong Kong.
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